UScellular Critical Connectivity keeps your teams connected when communications are vital.

Your mission is to keep the community safe and ours is to put your connectivity needs first. That’s why UScellular Critical Connectivity is your solution to always keep first responders connected.

Our dedicated network preempts all other voice, video and data during congestion so that communications with your teams is uninterrupted and crystal clear.

UScellular’s strategically located cell towers in both urban and rural areas enable coverage where and when you need it. Combined with land mobile radio (LMR) interoperability, we connect teams or agencies out of radio range using our locally grown cellular network.

And our disaster response team has your back during emergencies, while our local, technical experts help you chart an emergency plan. We offer unparalleled support to your community because it’s our community too.

A YEAR OF HISTORIC EMERGENCIES

In 2020, a record-breaking 22 separate billion-dollar natural disasters accounted for

262

LOST LIVES

$95

BILLION IN DAMAGES

In an emergency, fast, reliable communication can mean the difference between life and death.

Discover how your law enforcement, fire or EMS team can benefit from Critical Connectivity.
UScellular™ Prioritizes Your Critical Connectivity to Help You Keep Your Community Safe

UScellular Critical Connectivity solutions give you priority services, push-to-talk and enhanced security. Bundle these with unlimited data plans, rugged devices and disaster response to keep your team connected in natural or manmade emergencies.

**PRIORITY SERVICES**
In critical situations, data and voice priority and preemption pushes your data to the front of the line. Keep connected even when networks are crowded with other traffic.

**ENHANCED SECURITY**
Protect your critical communications from external security threats on intelligent private networks that shield your sensitive data.

**PUSH-TO-TALK INTEROPERABILITY**
Quickly share data via cellular network with land mobile radios (LMR), connecting you with any agency through interoperability features accessible at the push of a button.

**NETWORK BACKUP**
Redundant routing automatically detects and reroutes traffic during outages, so you and your network stay connected in an emergency.

**PROACTIVE DISASTER RECOVERY**
In an emergency, count on local UScellular teams to conduct 24/7 surveillance for weather emergencies and deploy recovery vehicles including portable cell towers plus humanitarian aid.

UScellular offers unparalleled support to your community because it’s our community too. Discover how your law enforcement, fire or EMS teams can benefit from Critical Connectivity, and how we’ve assisted other municipalities just like yours.

Ready to prioritize your emergency communications?
Connect with your local public sector solutions expert at (866) 616-5587 or visit business.uscellular.com/solutions/public-safety